
Termly Overview for: 3A 
 

 
Subject & 
Teacher 

Subject Overview 
Subject specific key words 
to practise with your child 

English 
Miss Cooper 

During online learning this term the theme will be Detectives. Pupils will develop their skimming and scanning 
skills to find facts. They will understand the importance of providing evidence and will develop their inference 
skills. In addition to this, pupils will develop their dictionary skills and they will also use their spelling, 
punctuation and grammar knowledge to find and solve clues 

Inference 
Deduction 
Evidence  

SPaG (Spelling, Punctuation 
and Grammar) 

 

Maths 
Mrs Sipek 

 

Red Group- During term 5 pupils will continue to use MyMaths to support home learning. Pupils will work at 
own ability level and topics will include data handling: sorting data, different ways of presenting data and 
reading data. Some will advance to working with line graphs. Some work may be then done on 2D and 3D 
shapes. In addition pupils should continue working on mental and written number skills . Where possible this 
can be done in practical situations around the home. Eg setting the table for 4 people- how many forks will you 
need? Any supplementary worksheets can be found on Google Drive, KS3 Maths, 3A 

Sorting 
Bar chart 

Table 
List. 

Green Group- Pupils will initially focus on revision work on factors and prime numbers, negative numbers and 
rounding. Once completed work will begin on fractions and percentages. In addition to using the MyMaths 
programme pupils will also use Corbett Maths which provides video lessons and linked practise questions. 
Work is available on Google Drive, KS3 Maths, 3A 

Factor 
Prime Number 

Negative Number 
Rounding 

Science 
Mr Goodchild 

 

This term we will be finishing the work on pollution of the land, water and atmosphere and then moving on to a 
chemistry topic on acids and alkalis. In this topic we will work out how we can use indicators to identify acids 
and alkalis and how the pH scale relates to these. We will then look at the various ways acids and alkalis can 
be neutralised and the chemical equations for these reactions. 

Acid 
Alkali 

Neutralisation 
Equation 
Formula 

ICT and 
Computing 

Mr Degenkolb  

The group have completed a unit programming and this term can spend time creating and developing ideas 
for their own themed game which they can programme after. This will allow them to consolidate ideas and 
skills they have used previously and give them developmental opportunities. 
 

Syntax 
 Procedure 
Annotation 
Planning. 

Art 
Miss Foster  

 

During online learning this term pupils will be exploring two of the elements of art and design; line and pattern. 

These elements are the fundamental skills that underpin all activities within art and design. Each week I will be 

setting an activity made up of 2 or more tasks relating to either line or pattern. Often, artwork from one week 

will be relevant to the next week’s activity. Pupils should independently complete the work where possible but 

may benefit from talking to others about their artistic choices at times.  

Line 

Cross-hatch 

Pattern 

Symmetry 

Shape 
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DT  
Miss 

Attenborough 
 

Designers are often inspired by historic design movements e.g. Art Nouveau, Arts and Crafts, Art Deco, 

Bauhaus, Postmodernism, Memphis, etc.  Nature often does things very well due to evolution e.g. think how 

well a bird flies or a fish swims.  Designers often look to nature for inspiration. This term I want you to use 

these ideas to complete a research, design and make project. 

These tasks will give you the chance to think about what inspires designers to design the things the way they 

do in more depth. 

Design Movement 

Experimenting 

Biomimicry 

Engineering 

Smart Materials 

Food 
Mrs Wardrop 

 

During online learning this term, pupils will be learning about diet and health. Pupils will look at the 8 tips to 
healthy eating, hydration and oral health. They will also consider how poor diet can cause ill-health.  This work 
will be completed by viewing a PowerPoint and completing a worksheet task and quiz.  They will in addition, 
also be given a recipe should they wish to cook at home to practice their cookery skills. 

Hydration 
Healthy 

Malnutrition 
Dental Caries 

Lifestyle 

PE  
Mr Hunt 

 

During online learning this term, pupils can participate in cricket tasks and challenges which can be carried out 

in the home. Pupils will be focusing on key skills such as catching, throwing, fielding, bowling and batting. 

They will then transfer these into a range of different cricket challenges and games over the weeks. Links to 

videos are attached on the Google Drive and if you can’t access the videos then instructions on tasks are 

provided.  

Wicket 

Stumps 

Hand-eye co-ordination 

Seam 

Boundary 

PSD  
Mrs Lamburn 

 

During online learning this term pupils will be directed to complete an activity each week using a, ‘Learning 

from Home Pack’. The Theme is, ‘Topical Issues and me’. The tasks are flexible and pupils may swap an 

activity for something which captures their interest. There are a mix of activities which aim to; help pupils 

reflect on topical issues, learn something new, think positively about things, look after their own wellbeing, set 

simple short term goals and have some fun. 

Human rights 

Self-esteem 

Positive Wellbeing 

Houses of Parliament 

St George 

Music 
Mrs Lea 

 

During this term of home learning, lessons will be based on designing, making and playing musical 

instruments. Children will also be encouraged to explore music in films as well as their (and your!) favourite 

songs. Access to the internet is required for most tasks but not all, and pupils should be able to access most 

lessons independently.   

Beat 

Rhythm 

Pitch 

 

Drama  
Miss Price 

 

During online learning this term, pupils in 3A will be studying a unit where they will be developing and 

consolidating key drama terms and skills. Pupils will be focussing on characterisation skills; in particular how 

they think certain characters might walk and talk, learning and reviewing key drama and theatre terms, and 

consolidating stage direction knowledge. I will also set a short acting activity each week; relating to the topic, 

and designed to reinforce their learning.  Each week I will upload a new task on Google Drive for this unit. 

Characterisation 

Improvisation 

Director 

Choreographer 

Props 
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Humanities 
Mrs Lamburn 

 

This term’s online learning is a research project, researching a Christian who has put their faith into action. 

Pupils had already commenced this before school closure, so this should be very familiar. To guide this, 

questions to research will be loaded up each week and suggested websites are provided.  Try to complete as 

many questions as possible, but don’t worry if there are any which prove difficult, just leave these out and 

move on to the next one.  

 

A shorter activity is also available for those who may prefer this, as well as a non-internet option which is a 

comprehension activity, with a fact sheet and some differentiated questions.                                              

Answers are provided.     

                              

Martyrdom 

Selflessness 

Influence 

Nobel Peace Prize 

The Golden Rule 

Life Skills  
Mr Bentley 

This term we will be focusing on travel: exploring holidays in the United Kingdom and the wider world. We will 
learn about different types of holiday that people go on.  We will also look at the positive and negative impacts 
of the tourist industry. Finally we will plan a holiday in detail looking at the costs, visas etc. and look at exactly 
which cultural areas we want to visit and our motivations for making our holiday choice.    
 

Transportation 
Travel 
Conflict 

Visa 

 


